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ABSTRACT
The marine and coastal intake filtration device is mainly used to filter out the salt spray aerosol particles. So, the laboratory studies of the intake filtration device need to simulate the salt spray aerosols state of the ocean environment. But
the distribution of ocean salt spray aerosol particle of diameter is very wide, so the simulation device of salt spray aerosol should produce a variety of salt spray aerosol particles. The paper is to mainly study the influencing factors of salt
spray aerosol device to produce different particles diameter. And the investigation and study mainly include two aspects: numerical simulation and experimental study.
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1. Introduction
Since the marine atmosphere contains salt, which exists
in the form of aerosol, the air intake of marine ship usually has the desalination requirements [1]. Currently, many large surface ships are equipped with gas turbine
power, both at home and abroad. The desalination requirements of the air intake of gas turbine, which has a
greater air intake, are more stringent. All of these require
designers to do numerical simulation and experimental
study to marine filtration device of desalination purposes
in the appropriate ocean state. That can provide a basis
for the design and manufacture of high-performance marine filter. The paper examines the factors of salt spray
aerosol device of producing different diameter particle
based on the actual development requirements of air intake filter and also conducts the mechanism study from
numerical simulation and experimental study. The paper
do the numerical simulation of the nozzle gas-liquid twophrase flow field with a discrete phrase model (DPM) [2],
taking the Reynolds average N-S equation as the control
equation and the standard model as the turbulence model.
In the boundary conditions, the inlet pressure of gas field,
the initial diameter and initial velocity of droplets’ inlet
mass flow of a discrete phrase are given and also the
outlet pressure of cylindrical space is given. Maintain the
mass flow rate of the inlet droplets and study the influence law of salt spray aerosol particle diameter while
changing the inlet pressure. Maintain the intake pressure
and study the influence law of salt spray aerosol particle
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

diameter while changing the mass flow rate of the inlet
droplets.

The Mathematical Model of Nozzle Flow Field
First, to conduct the numerical simulation of the nozzle
internal and external flow field, we establish a mathematical model of fluid flow in the nozzle. It includes
turbulent flow model and laminar flow model [3].
Any liquidity issues meet the conservation of mass [4].
That’s to say, the increase mass of fluid micro unit is
equal to the inflow net mass of the micro unit in a period
of time. Set the direction components of speed vector u
are u, v, w in the direction of x, y, z. So, the mass conservation equation is
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The vector expression of Formula (1) is
p
 div  pu   0
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This equation is the continuity equation of the flow.
Due to the water’s little compressibility, it can be regarded as incompressible fluid. Provided the water’s denMME
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sity  being constant, when the flow is in a steady
state,  doesn’t change with the time. So
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The momentum conservation equation in the direction
of x, y and z are
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where  xx , yz , zx are the component of viscous stress
 in the surface of the micro unit. F is the physical of
the micro unit.
Equation (4) can also be written as follows:
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The Formulas (3) and (4) are the momentum conservation equation. They can also be simplified as momentum
equation, motion equation or Navier-Stokes equation.
Provided that the fluid’s specific heat capacity is Cp,
temperature is T, the heat transfer coefficient is k, the
viscous dissipation is ST, and its energy conservation equation can be expressed as
(5)
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From macroscopic aspect, laminar flow is regular viscous fluid motion. Laminar flow fluid is approximate the
ideal fluid, so you can solve the equation directly from
the N-S equation. Turbulence is the most ubiquitous fluid
motion in nature and engineering. Its movement is very
irregular, very unstable and the speed of its every point is
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In the standard equation of k   , k and  is the
unknown quantity. The corresponding operation equation is:
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immediately changeable [5]. Although the three-dimensional transient N-S equations apply equally, we still
have to adopt the direct simulation method which has a
high demand to computer if we solve the control equation of three-dimensional transient directly. However,
this method doesn’t used in the project currently. The
method which is widely used in the engineering is the
time averaging processing of the transient N-S equation.
That is, take the turbulent motion as the superposition of
two motions. One is the time average flow and the other
is the instantaneous pulsating flow. Meanwhile [6], add
the turbulent kinetic energy equation and turbulent dissipation rate equation which can reflect the turbulence characteristics. Here, k is to express turbulent kinetic energy
and  is to express turbulent dissipation rate. Taking
the following equation:

p
x j

 G2 
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k

(6)

 Sg

In order to analyze the control equation and the solving of the various control equation with same procedures,
the general forms of the basic control equation of fluid
power are established [7].
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2. Geometric Model and Mesh Division
Using Gambit to establish the simplified geometric moMME
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del of the internal and external flow field of the nozzle
(such as Figures 1 and 2).
The CFD method for solving control equation is actually to discrete the control equation in the space area and
then obtain the discrete equations by solving them [8,9].
To discrete the control equation in the space domain, the
grids must be used. So you have to grid the established
the model, determine the size and type of the cell and
also define the relevant boundary conditions before the
solving of CFD [10] (such as Figures 3 and 4).

3. Numerical Simulation Results and
Experiments
The paper mainly studies the influence law of the nozzle’s atomized particle size when the pressure of the inlet
air and the mass flow rate of the inlet droplets are
changed. First, maintain the intake pressure and study the
influence law of salt spray aerosol particle diameter
while changing the mass flow rate of the inlet droplets.
Second, maintain the mass flow rate of the inlet droplets
and study the influence law of salt spray aerosol particle
diameter while changing the inlet pressure (such as Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 3. The contour model diagram.

Figure 4. The grid map of the nozzle’s internal and external
flow field.

Figure 1. The partially enlarged view of internal and external flow field of the nozzle’s simplified model.

Figure 5. The spray velocity vector diagram.

Figure 2. The simplified geometric model of the nozzle’s
internal and external flow field.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Provided that the inlet air pressure is 105,325 Pa, the
initial particle diameter is 0.03 mm, the initial particle
velocity is 10 m/s, we can obtain the cross-sectional velocity vector diagram, the cross-sectional velocity contours
diagram, the nozzle atomization particle size diagram
when the mass flow rate of the inlet droplets are 0.6 g/s,
MME
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Figure 7. The velocity vector diagram.
Figure 6. The spray particle size diagram.

0.8 g/s, 1 g/s, 1.5 g/s respectively. Finally, the influence
law of atomization particle can be concluded about the
mass flow rate of the inlet droplets.
As the Figure 4 showed, the maximum speed of the
spout gas can be 77.1 m/s when the mass flow of the
inlet droplets is 0.6 g/s. The atomization particle diameter is among 0.03 mm and 0.06 mm as the Figure
4 showed.
The maximum speed of the spout gas can be 77.1 m/s
when the mass flow of the inlet droplets is 0.8 g/s and the
atomization particle diameter is among 0.03 mm and
0.0723 mm. The maximum speed of the spout gas can be
77.1 m/s when the mass flow of the inlet droplets is 1 g/s
and the atomization particle diameter is among 0.03 mm
and 0.074 mm. When the mass flow of the inlet droplets
is 1.5 g/s, the atomization particle diameter is among
0.03 mm and 0.0828 mm.
In summary, when the intake air pressure is constant,
the spray particles diameter of the nozzle will increase
with the increase of the mass flow of the inlet droplets.
As the Figure 7 showed, the maximum speed of the
spout gas can be 66.8 m/s when the intake air pressure is
104,325 Pa and the atomization particle diameter is
among 0.03 mm and 0.102 mm, as the Figure 8 showed.
The maximum speed of the spout gas can be 77.1 m/s
when the intake air pressure is 105,325 Pa and the atomization particle diameter is among 0.03 mm and 0.0723
mm. The maximum speed of the spout gas can be 108
m/s when the intake air pressure is 109,325 Pa and the
atomization particle diameter is among 0.03 mm and
0.0624 mm.
In summary, when the mass flow of the inlet droplets
is constant, the outgas velocity increases, the atomization
effects become well and the particle diameter decrease
with the increase of the intake air pressure.
The environment parameters of the experiment are as
follows: the atmospheric pressure is 99.50 kPa and the
environment temperature is 30.6 degrees Celsius.
The spray particle diameter and particle velocity distribution diagram are showed as Figure 9 when the mass
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 8. The particle atomization diameter diagram.

Figure 9. The spray particle diameter and particle velocity
distribution diagram.

flow of inlet droplets is 0.013 kg and the intake air pressure is 111.23 kPa.
The spray particle diameter and particle velocity distribution diagram are showed as Figure 10 when the
mass flow of inlet droplets is 0.033 kg and the intake air
pressure is 111.30 kPa.
The spray particle diameter and particle velocity distribution diagram are showed as Figure 11 when the
mass flow of inlet droplets is 0.041 kg and the intake air
pressure is 111.69 kPa.
MME
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The spray particle diameter and particle velocity distribution diagram are showed as Figure 12 when the
mass flow of inlet droplets is 0.060 kg and the intake air
pressure is 332.18 kPa.
The spray particle diameter and particle velocity distribution diagram are showed as Figure 13 when the
mass flow of inlet droplets is 0.67 kg and the intake air
pressure is 462.81 kPa.
The data also can be expressed as the Table 1 showed.
From the Table 1, the following conclusion can be
drawn. That’s, from the first three data sets, the average
particle diameter increases with the increase of the mass
flow of the inlet droplets when the intake air pressure is
constant. And from the latter three data sets, the average
particle diameter decrease with the increase of the intake
air pressure when the mass flow of the inlet droplets is
constant.

Figure 12. The spray particle diameter and particle velocity
distribution diagram.

4. Conclusions
The paper mainly studies the factors of the salt spray

Figure 13. The spray particle diameter and particle velocity
distribution diagram.
Table 1. The distribution table of spray particle diameter.
Figure 10. The spray particle diameter and particle velocity
distribution diagram.

Figure 11. The spray particle diameter and particle velocity
distribution diagram.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

The flow rate of the The intake air pressure
inlet droplets (kg)
(kPa)

The average particle
size (μm)

0.013

111.23

44.6

0.033

112.3

50.7

0.041

110.69

54.5

0.06

332.18

32.6

0.064

404.36

30.5

0.067

462.81

29.9

aerosol device to produce different diameter particles. It
mainly includes two aspects (the mass flow of the inlet
droplets and the intake air pressure). On the basis of the
analysis of the nozzle atomization mechanism and the
learning of the existing nozzle, the paper conducts the
numerical simulation to a given nozzle through the software. By the simulation of the nozzle’s internal and exMME
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ternal flow field, the flow and air flow characteristics of
the nozzle’s internal and external flow field are obtained.
By the analysis of the cross-sectional velocity vector
diagram, the cross-sectional velocity contours diagram,
the nozzle atomization particle size diagram, the influence law of salt spray aerosol device to produce different
diameter particles can be concluded about the mass flow
rate of the inlet droplets and the intake air pressure. Finally, the influence laws of the two factors are verified
by the combination of the experiment summary. That’s,
1) The nozzle’s spray particles diameter increases with
the increase of the mass flow of the inlet droplets when
the intake air pressure is constant;
2) when the mass flow of the inlet droplets is constant,
the outgas velocity increases, the atomization effects
become better and the particle diameter decreese with the
increase of the intake air pressure.
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